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Abstract
Intellectual property rights protect valuable, intangible resources embodied in material
objects. These “things” can be the objects of classic private property rights. Often,
classic and intellectual property rights are in conflict with each other. Managing these
conflicts by balancing classic and intellectual property rights is an important matter of
public policy. One of the policy levers affecting this balance is the legal doctrine of
exhaustion. The exhaustion doctrine dictates that the rights of intellectual property
owners do not extend to enable control over uses of material objects embodying
intellectual property.
Though the scope of the doctrine of exhaustion (and the terminology used to
describe it) is somewhat different in the contexts of copyrights, trade-marks, and
patents, as well as in different jurisdictions, the concept and function are universal in
intellectual property law. The doctrine is also growing in social and economic
importance around the world. The issue of exhaustion is also highly relevant to
current debates about intellectual property reform in Canada.
This article looks at the laws of different jurisdictions to demonstrate the common
threads underlying the doctrine of exhaustion. In Canada, the applicability of the
exhaustion doctrine to copyrights, trade-marks, and patents seemed clear. But one
recent Supreme Court of Canada judgment casts doubt on the nature of exhaustion in
respect of biotechnology patents. This article identifies the case of Monsanto v.
Schmeiser as an outlier in Canadian intellectual property law. We propose various
hypotheses that might justify the Supreme Court’s distinct attitude toward the
principle of exhaustion in Canadian patent law. None withstands the scrutiny of
investigation. As such, we conclude that it is likely and appropriate that the Supreme
Court of Canada will continue to use the concept of exhaustion in future cases.
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Résumé
Les droits de propriété intellectuelle protègent d’importantes ressources intangibles
cloîtrées dans des objets matériels. Ces « biens » peuvent faire l’objet de droits
classiques de propriété privée. Souvent, les droits classiques de biens réels et les droits
de propriété intellectuelle entrent en conflit les uns avec les autres. La gestion de ces
conflits par la mise en place d’un équilibre entre les droits classiques de biens réels et
les droits de propriété intellectuelle est une importante question d’intérêt public. La
doctrine de l’épuisement est un des instruments d’intérêt public qui influencent cet
équilibre. Cette doctrine dicte que les droits des titulaires de propriété intellectuelle ne
vont pas jusqu’à permettre l’exercice d’un contrôle sur l’utilisation des objets réels
incorporant la propriété intellectuelle.
Même si la portée de la doctrine de l’épuisement (et la terminologie employée pour la
décrire) est quelque peu différente dans les contextes du droit d’auteur, des marques
de commerce et des brevets, de même que dans divers pays, le concept et la fonction
de cette doctrine sont universels en droit de la propriété intellectuelle. Cette doctrine
gagne aussi énormément d’importance dans le domaine social et le domaine
économique à travers le monde. La question de l’épuisement est par ailleurs
particulièrement pertinente aux débats qui ont actuellement cours sur la réforme de la
propriété intellectuelle au Canada.
Cet article analyse la législation de divers pays pour démontrer les éléments communs
sous-jacents à la doctrine de l’épuisement. Au Canada, l’applicabilité de cette doctrine
au droit d’auteur, aux marques de commerce et aux brevets semble claire. Par contre,
un récent arrêt de la Cour suprême du Canada sème le doute quant à la nature de
l’épuisement dans le cas des brevets biotechnologiques. Cet article présente l’affaire
Monsanto c Schmeiser comme un cas particulier en matière de droit de la propriété
intellectuelle au Canada. Nous proposons diverses hypothèses pour expliquer
l’attitude divergente de la Cour suprême à l’égard du principe de l’épuisement dans le
secteur du droit des brevets au Canada. Nul n’est à l’abri d’un examen méticuleux. À
ce titre, nous concluons que la Cour suprême du Canada continuera fort probablement
et à juste titre d’utiliser le concept de l’épuisement dans d’autres causes.
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1.0 Introduction
Intellectual property rights protect valuable, intangible resources, like brands, inventions, and expressions of ideas. Those intangible resources, however, are frequently embodied in material objects. These “things,” whether called goods,
chattels, movables, or something else, can be the objects of classic private property
rights. Often, classic and intellectual property rights are in conflict with each other.
Managing these conflicts by balancing classic and intellectual property rights is
an important matter of public policy. One of the policy levers affecting this balance
is the legal doctrine of exhaustion. Simply put, the exhaustion doctrine dictates that
the rights of intellectual property owners do not extend to enable control over uses
of material objects embodying intellectual property, unless specifically stated otherwise. One of the best definitions of the doctrine was given by the U.S. Federal Circuit Court in the context of patent law, where the court explained that the doctrine of
exhaustion “stands for the proposition that, absent unusual circumstances, courts infer that a patent owner has given up the right to exclude concerning a patented article
that the owner sells.”1 In other words, the owner of intellectual property embodied
in that object cannot generally restrict subsequent uses of the object by a purchaser.
The doctrine of exhaustion is often similar in result and confused with the doctrine of implied licence. But while application of the doctrine of implied licence
leads to a similar conclusion, which is that “it can be properly assumed that as part
of the bargain the seller of a device incorporating [intellectual property] … authorizes the buyer to continue to use the device,”2 the doctrines are conceptually different. The implied licence doctrine is based on the principles of contract law, which
imply that unconditional and authorized sale of products subject to intellectual
property rights grants the purchaser a licence to use those products.3 The doctrine of
exhaustion is based on broader principles of public policy, which view intellectual
property rights as exclusive but limited monopolies over valuable intangible resources. When an object embodying intellectual property rights “passes to the hands
of a purchaser, it is no longer within the limits of the monopoly. It passes outside of
it, and is no longer under the protection of the [intellectual property rights].”4
Though the scope of the doctrine of exhaustion, and the terminology used to describe it, is somewhat different in the contexts of copyrights, trade-marks, and patents, and in different jurisdictions, the concept and function are universal in
intellectual property law. The doctrine is also growing in social and economic importance around the world. Landmark cases have turned on the concepts under
pinning exhaustion, whether or not courts have employed the jargon normally
associated with this doctrine. Sometimes exhaustion is specifically mentioned, such
as in a recent U.S. Supreme Court case involving the distribution of products containing patented computer parts. More often, especially in Canada, the public policy
principles on which the exhaustion doctrine is based form the subtext for judicial
analysis, such as in cases concerning physical alteration of copyright-protected
posters, circulation of allegedly infringing chocolate bars, or use of molecularly engineered plant genes.
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The issue of exhaustion is also highly relevant to current debates about intellectual property reform. Take copyright reform as an example, where policymakers are
actively considering imposing prohibitions on the circumvention of technological
protection measures applied to digital music, movies, or books. So-called anticircumvention provisions would dramatically extend monopoly rights beyond the
scope of existing intellectual property laws by providing distributors of digital
products unprecedented levels of control over the physical products embodying intellectual creations. When such provisions are used to stifle competition in the market for universal garage door openers, interoperable printer ink cartridges, or
unlocked mobile telephones, the tensions between intellectual and classic property
owners are brought into sharp relief.
Section 2.0 of this article begins with an analysis of the laws of the United
States, United Kingdom and Europe, and Canada to demonstrate the common
threads underlying the doctrine of exhaustion. In Canada, the applicability of the
exhaustion doctrine to copyrights, trade-marks, and patents seemed clear. But one
recent Supreme Court of Canada judgment casts doubt on the nature of exhaustion
in respect of biotechnology patents. This article identifies the case of Monsanto v.
Schmeiser as an outlier in Canadian intellectual property law.
Section 3.0 proposes various hypotheses that might justify the Supreme Court’s
distinct attitude toward the principle of exhaustion in Canadian patent law. None
withstands the scrutiny of investigation. As such, we conclude that it is likely and
appropriate that the Supreme Court of Canada will continue to use the concept of
exhaustion in future cases.
2.0 The Doctrine of Exhaustion
Exhaustion is one of the most important doctrines in intellectual property law,
though the terminology surrounding it is somewhat confusing. In the context of
copyright law, particularly in the United States, this doctrine is often referred to as a
“first sale” doctrine. In 1909, when Congress legislated exhaustion into the Copyright Act,5 the wording of the provision linked application of the doctrine with “sale
or conveyance … of the material object” containing copyrighted work.6 Subsequent
court decisions therefore used the term “first sale” when considering exhaustion issues in copyright law. This practice continues today even though the language of
the U.S. Copyright Act does not require “sale” for the doctrine’s application but
rather “ownership,” which can be acquired by any form of disposition, including
gratuitous or forced transfer.7
Generally, outside the United States, the term “exhaustion” is most commonly
used in the context of all intellectual property rights, including copyrights.8 Using a
single term to describe an issue that affects the entire intellectual property system
would be preferable for the sake of consistency, but varying terminology does not
diminish substantive similarities: this doctrine, whether referred to as “exhaustion”
or “first sale,” involves limiting intellectual property rights on the transfer of owner-
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ship of a material object. The transfer will often involve a sale, but the transfer of
ownership is not limited to transactions for consideration.9
In addition to confusion over terminology, there are common misconceptions
about the doctrine’s scope. The doctrine is often seen as a narrow concept encompassing only distribution rights,10 most often parallel importation.11 This limited
view of the doctrine is prevalent even though it has little support in jurisprudence.
While it is true that a large number of cases invoking the doctrine concern distribution of products with intellectual property protected components, the courts use
broad language in those decisions, indicating broader application of the doctrine. In
general, the doctrine limits intellectual property rights holders’ ability to restrict any
potential “use” of the product transferred,12 unless otherwise dictated by a statute.
Distribution is one potential use of a product, but not the only one.
Confusion surrounding the doctrine of exhaustion can also be explained by the
uncoordinated approach in various segments of the intellectual property system. For
example, in the United States, where both legislative and judicial consideration of
the doctrine has been most extensive, various sources have contributed to its development. In patent law, for example, the doctrine is being developed only by the judiciary. In copyright law and trade-mark law, on the other hand, there are explicit
statutory provisions, as well as jurisprudence, defining exhaustion.
Development of the doctrine of exhaustion in the E.U. is more consistent, but
even there the Union’s institutional framework does not facilitate a uniform approach to this issue. While E.U. law can regulate the exercise of intellectual property rights, it cannot affect the substance of those rights; that prerogative is exercised
on the national level.13 Consequently, the doctrine of exhaustion is generally relied
on by the European Court of Justice (E.C.J.) for protection of the Union’s common
market. Because of the E.C.J.’s narrow jurisdiction, most of the cases decided in
this forum concern distribution rights, which has further led to confusion over the
doctrine’s scope.
Despite the lack of a uniform approach to the doctrine of exhaustion in different
jurisdictions and in each segment of the intellectual property system, there are certain core elements of the doctrine that are common in all its variations. Consistently,
the doctrine is a public policy tool that limits the economic exploitation of intellectual property rights following the first lawful transfer of a physical object in which
the intellectual property is embodied, unless otherwise prescribed in the law.14 In
essence, the doctrine is designed to ensure that acquirers of material objects materializing intellectual creations are free to use those objects without interference from
intellectual property rights holders. It is based on the fundamental distinction between tangible and intangible, or classic and intellectual property and helps to reconcile the inherent conflicts between these two legal regimes.15 The reliance on a public
policy rationale in limiting intellectual property rights is also what distinguishes the
doctrine of exhaustion from the doctrine of implied licence. A closer look at the application of the exhaustion doctrine in three jurisdictions—the United States, the
European Union/United Kingdom, and Canada—demonstrates this point.
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2.1	The United States
The doctrine of exhaustion developed separately in different segments of the American intellectual property system. Generally, the doctrine is regulated federally,16 but
state law can also affect its application.17
The development of the doctrine of exhaustion in U.S. patent law can be traced
to a series of disputes over a patent involving a planning machine.18 The patentee,
William Woodworth, granted large number of licences to his invention and then
tried to limit their uses around the country with lawsuits. A barrage of litigation
eventually reached the U.S. Supreme Court.19
In a series of cases, the Supreme Court delineated the doctrinal basics. The court
indicated that by accepting consideration for the patented object, the patentee is divested of all his rights in that particular object.20 The court also made a distinction
between “using” and “making,” excluding the right to make the invention from application of the doctrine.21 A more recent pronunciation of the doctrine was made in
United States v. Univis Lens Co., Inc.:
[The patentee’s] monopoly remains so long as he retains the ownership of the patented
article. But sale of it exhausts the monopoly in that the article and the patentee may
not thereafter, by virtue of his patent, control the use or disposition of the article. [Emphasis added.]22

The first copyright case applying the doctrine of exhaustion was Bobbs-Merrill
Co. v. Straus.23 The case involved a book publisher’s attempt to control minimum
prices after initial distribution. A retailer, who bought books from a wholesale dealer at a discounted price, sold them below the minimum price set by the publisher.
The publisher claimed infringement of copyright, but the court held for the defendant. The publisher’s action was characterized as an attempt to impose “a restriction
upon the subsequent alienation of the subject-matter of copyright after the owner
had parted with the title.”24 In response, the court stated:
[T]he copyright statute, while protecting the owner of the copyright in his right to
multiply and sell his production, [does] not create the right to impose, by notice, … a
limitation at which the book shall be sold at retail by future purchasers, with whom
there is no privity of contract … . The owner of the copyright in this case did sell copies of the book in quantities and at a price satisfactory to it. It has exercised the right
to vend. What the complainant contends for embraces not only the right to sell the
copies, but to qualify the title of a future purchaser.25

Soon after, Congress legislated the doctrine of exhaustion into copyright law.26
Since the Bobbs-Merrill decision, the U.S. courts have consistently applied the
doctrine of exhaustion to copyrights.27 But the doctrine is not limitless. Exhaustion
does not extend to certain uses, like “rental, lease, or lending” of a phonorecord28 or
use of computer programs29 for commercial purposes. Those uses of material objects embodying a copyright-protected work are expressly stated rights of the copyright owner, limiting scope of the doctrine of exhaustion.
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Trade-mark law was the latest of the major segments of the intellectual property
system to adopt the doctrine of exhaustion. It was first referenced in 1921 in the
Bourjois v. Katzel decision,30 and developed in subsequent decisions.31 Today, although the trade-mark doctrine is similar to its patent and copyright counterparts,
there are important differences. First, it has much more limited application to international distribution rights.32 And second, the doctrine does not apply to genuine
products that differ materially from those sold by the trade-mark owner under her
mark. In other words, once the purchaser materially changes the product bearing
the mark after initial distribution, the doctrine ceases to apply.33
In the most recent case, Quanta Computer, Inc. v. LG Electronics, Inc.,34 the U.S.
Supreme Court revisited the doctrine of exhaustion in the context of patents. LG, a
patent holder, licensed some of its patents to Intel with a contractual limitation on
their future use. In particular, the agreement required Intel to give its customers
written notice that the licence did not extend to a product made by combining an
Intel product with a non-Intel product. Quanta, a computer manufacturer, purchased
microprocessors and chipsets from Intel and then manufactured computers using
Intel parts in combination with non-Intel parts, but did not modify the Intel components. LG sued, claiming patent infringement. LG was successful at the Federal
Circuit where the court found that the doctrine of exhaustion did not apply to method patents or, alternatively, LG did not license Intel to sell the Intel products to
Quanta to combine with non-Intel products.
The Supreme Court reversed this decision on both grounds holding, in a unanimous decision, not only that the doctrine of patent exhaustion applies to method
patents but also that because the licence agreement authorized Intel to sell the components that substantially embodied the patents in suit, the exhaustion doctrine prevented LG from further asserting its patent rights with respect to the patents
substantially embodied by those products. In delivering this strong opinion the
court confirmed the key elements of the doctrine of exhaustion. First, the court was
not willing to exclude some categories of patents from the doctrine of exhaustion,
instead confirming the doctrine’s universal application to all inventions embodied
in tangible property.35 And second, once a product embodying a patented invention
is sold by the patentee or under authority of the patentee, the doctrine of patent exhaustion prevents the patentee from further asserting its patent rights with respect to
the patents substantially embodied by those products, leaving the patentee with possible contractual claims only.36 The second point is particularly important in defining the scope of the doctrine of exhaustion because it suggests that the doctrine
cannot be restricted contractually to affect the rights of the original purchaser or
subsequent purchasers.37 This conclusion is consistent with the doctrinal distinction
between the doctrines of exhaustion and implied licence in emphasizing that public
policy considerations are not affected by contractual provisions.38
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2.2	The United Kingdom and European Union
The doctrine of exhaustion has not yet been fully developed in the United Kingdom.39 This is in contrast to the continental jurisdictions in Europe where the doctrine is well established.40 Instead, the English courts have relied on the contractual
doctrine of implied licence to limit intellectual property rights holders’ ability to
interfere with the use of tangible objects subject to their rights after the initial sale.41
There is, however, at least one House of Lords case verifying the existence of the
doctrine of exhaustion in the United Kingdom.
In Leyland v. Armstrong Patents,42 the House of Lords was considering an action
for copyright infringement against a defendant who manufactured car parts through
reverse engineering. Rejecting the plaintiff’s claim, Lord Bridge stated that “[b]y
selling cars fitted with exhausts based on their copyright drawings [British Leyland]
have already enjoyed the primary benefit which their copyright protects.”43 This
comment, suggesting that intellectual property rights do not extend beyond the “primary benefit” derived from the sale of tangible property, is underpinned by a public
policy rationale and closely resembles the doctrine of exhaustion.44
U.K. law, however, cannot be determined in isolation from E.U. law. Development of the doctrine of exhaustion at the E.U. level is largely driven by the role and
purpose of the Union. At its inception, the E.U.’s primary purpose was to create a
free trade area, which would eventually lead to the creation of a single market. This
purpose is somewhat reflected in the distribution of authority over intellectual property rights between the Union and the Member States. Intellectual property law has
been affected by the founding treaties, which prohibit any restrictions on movements of goods within the E.U.45 This rule, however, only applies to trade within
the E.U. block and allows the Member States to impose restrictions on trade with
non-Union countries for protection of industrial and commercial property.46 Also,
the E.C.J. has established a distinction between the exercise and existence of intellectual property rights—while decisions of the E.C.J. and legislation at the E.U.
level cannot change the existing national intellectual property laws, they can affect
how those substantive laws are created.47
Dual authority over intellectual property in general and the doctrine of exhaustion in particular led to two parallel developments affecting the doctrine. On one
hand, the doctrine has been developed by the E.C.J. under its authority to oversee
the exercise of the intellectual property rights by the Member States. On the other
hand, the executive branch of the Union, the Commission, became involved in an
effort to harmonize intellectual property laws of the Member States by issuing directives mandating certain legislative changes. So far, two directives, concerning
trade-marks and copyright, have been issued, and another one, concerning patent
law, is being discussed.
The copyright directive states that the doctrine of exhaustion will apply “where
the first sale or other transfer of ownership in the Union of that object is made by
the right holder or with his consent.”48 However, the doctrine does not apply to
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rental and lending rights,49 as well as services and online services.50 This doctrine in
the E.U. seems narrower than the present doctrine of “first sale” in the United States
and more like the previous American version. It seems to apply only to the distribution rights and only to consensual transfer of the copyright work, at least as far as
the first transfer is concerned. While this language seems to leave general uses and
forced but lawful transfers outside the doctrine’s scope, it is an open question
whether the E.C.J. will interpret it so narrowly.51
The trade-mark directive established the exhaustion of trade-mark rights once
the trade-mark holder puts goods bearing the mark on the market, unless legitimate
reasons exist not to apply exhaustion principles, especially when goods’ condition
has been changed or impaired.52 Thus, the trade-mark doctrine seems to be similar
to its U.S. counterpart, although the provision for exceptions appears to be more
open-ended.
Patent law is the only segment of the intellectual property system where no E.U.
directive on harmonization has been adopted. In 2004, however, a draft regulation
was tabled that promoted uniform E.U. patent laws, including the doctrine of exhaustion. It provided for exhaustion of patent rights in the Union after the product
covered by that patent has been put on the single market by the patentee or with his
consent, unless there are legitimate reasons to oppose further commercialization of
the product.53 While the future of this harmonization process is still uncertain, past
jurisprudence of the E.C.J. has already delineated the patent doctrine of exhaustion.
The E.C.J. indicated that a patentee “has the exclusive right to use an invention with
a view to manufacturing industrial products and putting them into circulation for
the first time.”54 This approach implies that patentees’ rights to control subsequent
use, including but not limited to distribution, of patented inventions are limited.
2.3	Canada
2.3.1	Implementing Exhaustion into Canadian Law
Canadian intellectual property law is rooted in British tradition.55 Therefore, it
should be surprising that the disposition of a tangible object embodying intellectual
property is often seen as an issue of implied licence rather than exhaustion. A good
example of this position is Signalisation de Montreal Inc. v. Services de Béton Universels Ltée, where the Federal Court of Appeal stated:
It is settled law that the purchaser of a patented article from a patentee acquires, at the
same time, the right to use the article and the right to sell it, together with the same
“right of use,” to another person. As long ago as 1871, this right was described as a
“licence.”56

By referring to “licence” rather than to “exhaustion,” the court apparently considered the issue to be a matter of contract law rather than public policy.
Although Canadian courts have usually invoked contract doctrine to reconcile
conflicting rights of intellectual and classic property owners, there are several cases
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that introduce public policy rationales to limit intellectual property rights. One of the
most important cases is Eli Lilly and Co. v. Apotex Inc.,57 where the Supreme Court
of Canada adopted the principle that sale of a patented article exhausts the patentee’s right in that article.58 In Eli Lilly the Supreme Court also took the position that
subsequent purchasers are not bound by contractual limitations imposed by an intellectual property right holder, unless brought to their attention at the time of acquisition.59 In practical terms, in Eli Lilly the Supreme Court had introduced the doctrine
of exhaustion into Canadian patent law. It also distinguished between the doctrine
of exhaustion and the doctrine of implied licence by leaving patent holders with
contractual remedies only for controlling subsequent use of patented inventions.
Even before Eli Lilly was decided, the Supreme Court of Canada adopted the
language and logic of the doctrine of exhaustion into Canadian trade-mark law in
Consumers Distributing Co. v. Seiko Time Canada Ltd.60 It involved a manufacturer
of watches trying to prevent an unauthorized sale of its products in Canada. The
plaintiff had alleged trade-mark infringement but the court held for the defendant.
Although the court’s discussion focused mostly on the tort of passing off, the court
made a statement that can be viewed as an express endorsement of the doctrine of
exhaustion in trade-mark law, explaining that “the distribution of a trade-marked
product lawfully acquired is not, by itself, prohibited under the Trade-marks Act of
Canada, or indeed at common law.”61 This approach was subsequently adopted by
the Federal Court of Appeal in other cases.62
Despite these trade-mark law and patent law rulings, there was still uncertainty
about whether the doctrine of exhaustion was present in Canadian copyright legislation or jurisprudence. Even though several statutory provisions could reasonably
be interpreted as supporting existence of the doctrine in copyright law,63 their potential effect was largely ignored by Canadian scholars, practitioners, and courts.
A recent decision of the Supreme Court of Canada, however, can be interpreted
to suggest that the doctrine of exhaustion does apply to copyright in Canada, though
the precise term was never used in the judgment. Théberge v. Galerie d’Art du Petit
Champlain Inc.64 involved an art gallery that transferred ink from legally purchased
posters onto canvases. These acts were done without authorization of the paintings’
author and copyright owner, a renowned artist Claude Théberge. He claimed violation of his production or reproduction rights under the Copyright Act. In deciding
the case, the Supreme Court distinguished the rights of the tangible and intellectual
property owners.
In effect, the court was really deciding the issue of exhaustion, albeit hidden behind arguments about “reproduction” rights. The Supreme Court described the issue
as follows: “We are required in this appeal to determine the extent to which an artist … can control the eventual use or display of an authorized reproduction of his or
her work in the hands of a third party purchaser.”65 The distinction between “use”
and “making” or “reproduction” is at the heart of the doctrine of exhaustion. Using
the language of the doctrine of exhaustion, the court had to decide whether “repro-
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duction” in the Copyright Act really means a “use” of the copyrighted work or an
act of “making.”
Neither the majority nor minority opinions in Théberge contain the word “exhaustion,” and the court did not expressly reference that doctrine. Yet the decision
included language that clearly employs the concept of exhaustion:
[The art gallery] purchased lawfully reproduced posters of [the artist’s] paintings and
used a chemical process that allowed them to lift the ink layer from the paper (leaving
it blank) and to display it on canvas. They were within their rights to do so as owners
of the physical posters (which lawfully incorporated the copyrighted expression).66

What this statement really means is that use of tangible property containing intellectual property does not constitute infringement of copyright. It also implies that
once the object containing copyrighted work is sold, or its ownership transferred,
the copyright holder cannot control how it is used.
That the court was incorporating the doctrine of exhaustion into Canadian copyright law is made even clearer in light of the public policy issues articulated in the
judgment. The court phrased the issue as “a balance between promoting the public
interest in the encouragement and dissemination of works of the arts and intellect
and obtaining a just reward for the creator.”67 And this balance necessitates imposing limitations on the rights of intellectual property holders: “Once an authorized
copy of a work is sold to a member of the public, it is generally for the purchaser,
not the author, to determine what happens to it.”68 The court also adopted the
“making” versus “using” distinction in negotiating rights of tangible and intellectual property holders. The court stated:
The process began with a single poster and ended with a single poster. The image
“fixed” in ink is the subject-matter of the intellectual property and it was not reproduced. It was transferred from one display to another. It is difficult to envisage any intellectual content let alone intellectual property embodied in the piece of blank paper
peeled away, or in the piece of blank paper substituted for it.69

There is one more aspect of Théberge that aligns the Canadian copyright doctrine of exhaustion with their counterparts in other jurisdictions. Speaking for the
majority, Justice Binnie rejected the suggestion of Justice Gonthier, writing for the
dissenting judges, that the plaintiff could use moral rights to control the use of tangible property after its disposition.70 This approach is consistent with treatment of
moral rights under the E.U. copyright doctrine of exhaustion. That point was considered in the Music-Vertrieb case,71 where the French government argued that
copyright should not be subject to exhaustion because it protects moral rights.72 The
E.C.J. rejected this argument and confirmed the universal nature of the doctrine of
exhaustion in the intellectual property system, including economic and moral rights
under copyright law.73
The applicability of exhaustion in Canadian copyright law was lately narrowed
through interpretation of the Copyright Act by the Supreme Court of Canada in
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Kraft Canada Inc. v. Euro-Excellence Inc.74 The defendant in that case began parallel importation of Kraft’s genuine products to Canada from an unnamed source in
Europe. Kraft claimed infringement of its copyrights in logos displayed on wrappers of the chocolates. The case is a classic example of misusing copyrights to fill
gaps in trade-mark protection.75 In particular, it illustrates how differences in the
exhaustion doctrine among separate intellectual property regimes can be explored
advantageously through overlaps in copyrights and trade-mark rights. But it also
delineates the limits of the doctrine of exhaustion in Canadian copyright law.
Interpreting s. 27(2)(e) of the Copyright Act, Justice Rothstein, writing for the
majority, decided that the section prevents unauthorized parallel importation of
copyrighted works even if they are original.76 This interpretation indicates that the
doctrine of exhaustion in Canadian copyright law does not apply to international
distribution rights. It does, however, apply to a non-international sale of copyrighted works, because s. 27(2)(e) is the only provision in s. 27(2) of the Copyright Act
applying to genuine products.77
The short review of Canadian intellectual property jurisprudence presented
above suggests that, although the doctrine of exhaustion has not been expressly pronounced by the Supreme Court to exist in Canadian law, the functional concept certainly does exist. Moreover, exploring this body of jurisprudence through the lens
of exhaustion reveals an internal coherence in Canadian intellectual property law
that may not have been previously apparent.
The single notable exception in Supreme Court jurisprudence is the case of Monsanto Canada Inc. v. Schmeiser,78 which appears on its face to deny the existence of
the doctrine of exhaustion in patent law, as well as the balancing of classic and intellectual property rights that the doctrine promotes. That case and its broader implications are discussed in the following section.
2.3.2	Ignoring Exhaustion in Schmeiser
Only two years after Théberge appeared to incorporate the doctrine of exhaustion in
Canadian copyright law, the Supreme Court issued another decision, Schmeiser,
which is not only inconsistent with Théberge but also puts into question existence
of the exhaustion doctrine in Canadian patent law.
Contextually, Schmeiser and Théberge are very different. Conceptually, however, they are identical. Monsanto, a manufacturer of genetically modified seed, accused Percy Schmeiser, a Saskatchewan farmer, of making, using, and selling its
patented herbicide-resistant transgenic canola without a licence. Monsanto’s private
investigators discovered their patented genes in Schmeiser’s crop, which he had
planted with seed saved from the previous year, as was his customary practice.
Schmeiser never purchased seeds from Monsanto; that would have required contracting not to save new seeds generated from his crop.79 Schmeiser proposed various explanations for its presence, including adventitious spread by wind or insects.
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The Supreme Court quickly dismissed the allegation of patent infringement by
making the patented invention, without elaborating on this issue.80 This conclusion
was consistent with an earlier finding of the court that natural procreation cannot be
considered manufacturing (making) in terms of the Patent Act.81 Controversially,
however, the court found that Schmeiser used Monsanto’s invention without a licence, thus infringing its patent rights. Five of the nine Justices of the Supreme
Court of Canada upheld the lower courts’ rulings that it did not matter how and why
Monsanto’s gene appeared in Schmeiser’s crop because Schmeiser knew or should
have known the seeds he saved and replanted were subject to Monsanto’s patent.82
According to the court, “[t]he Patent Act confers on the patent owner ‘the exclusive right, privilege and liberty of making, constructing and using the invention and
selling it to others to be used.’ ”83 To determine infringement, one must ask: “Did the
defendant’s activity deprive the inventor in whole or in part, directly or indirectly,
of full enjoyment of the monopoly conferred by law?”84 The court went on to say
that “the main purpose of patent protection is to prevent others from depriving the
inventor, even in part and even indirectly, of the monopoly that the law intends to
be theirs: only the inventor is entitled, by virtue of the patent and as a matter of law,
to the full enjoyment of the monopoly conferred.”85 The statements made by the
court did not mention the doctrine of exhaustion even once, yet by treating making,
using, and selling an invention as absolute rights of the patentee, the court effectively rejected the basis of the doctrine of exhaustion in patent law.
Even more notably, when the time came to balance other considerations, for example Schmeiser’s argument that he also had an ownership interest at stake—a
classic property right in the seed itself, which begged for consideration of exhaustion principles—the court paid little attention. Both the Trial Division and the Court
of Appeal disposed of Schmeiser’s classic property claim in a few paragraphs.86 The
Supreme Court, however, missed the point entirely. The majority bluntly remarked:
“the issue is not property rights, but patent protection. Ownership is no defence to a
breach of the Patent Act.”87
While the court’s conclusion regarding Schmeiser’s use of Monsanto’s patent
without actual use of that patent’s utility is highly controversial, ignoring effects of
the doctrine of exhaustion is simply puzzling. The facts in Schmeiser were clearly
suited for consideration, if not application, of the doctrine of exhaustion.
And contrary to the court’s assertion, it did matter how and why Monsanto’s
gene appeared in Schmeiser’s crop. If it were true, as Schmeiser alleges, that he acquired the seed containing Monsanto’s patented genes through legal means, for instance by seed blowing or spilling onto his land, then he was simply a subsequent
acquirer of another farmer’s tangible property embodying Monsanto’s patented invention. Though not a purchaser as such, that itself would not prevent the application of the doctrine of exhaustion.
As discussed in the previous sections, the doctrine applies when there is a lawful
transfer or conveyance of tangible property containing intellectual property, whether
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for consideration or not. It is important that Monsanto’s seed had been sold to a
farmer rather than leased and, therefore, there was an original transfer of ownership
in the seed, prior to the seed being acquired by Schmeiser. When the seed was sold,
the licence agreement signed by a purchaser may have been a valid contractual limitation on use of the seed, as between the licensor and the licensee. But when the
seeds appeared on Schmeiser’s land, they were not subject to the licence agreement
specifying limitations on its use by Schmeiser—a subsequent acquirer. And because
the Supreme Court expressly stated in Ely Lilly that contractual limitations “do not
run with the goods,”88 they had no effect on Schmeiser. If the doctrine of exhaustion
would have been applied, Schmeiser’s use of Monsanto’s patented genes, whether
standby or not, would not infringe the right to use the patented invention. Moreover,
in the absence of contractual claims against Schmeiser, the outcome of the case
could have been different.
3.0	The Future of Exhaustion in Canadian Law
In light of the Supreme Court’s inconsistent approach toward the concept of exhaustion in Canadian intellectual property law, it is worthwhile exploring which
direction the court is more likely to move in, and which direction it ought to move
in. The following section addresses those questions.
3.1

Exhaustion and the Principle of Balance

Although perspectives on intellectual property law have shifted from time to time,
depending on the cultural and socioeconomic context,89 balance has always been a
part of legal analysis in this area. In part, this involved recognition that intellectual
property rights must be balanced against the public interest.
In a series of recent cases, the Supreme Court of Canada has recognized public
policy limits on intellectual property rights. One of the most important cases in
Canadian copyright law, CCH Canadian v. Law Society of Upper Canada,90 illustrates this position. That case involved a service provided by the Great Library of
the Law Society of Upper Canada to its members, the judiciary and other authorized researchers. The service included photocopying legal materials and delivering
them in person, by mail, or by facsimile transmission to persons who made a request for such materials. The plaintiffs, legal publishers, claimed copyright infringe
ment. The Law Society argued, among other things, that reproducing the plaintiffs’
works was fair dealing and, therefore, not an infringement of copyright.91
The Supreme Court unanimously agreed. As a starting point, Chief Justice
McLachlin adopted the language of Professor David Vaver: “User rights are not just
loopholes. Both owner rights and user rights should therefore be given the fair and
balanced reading that befits remedial legislation.”92 Indeed, because copyright law
“sets out the rights and obligations of both copyright owners and users,” the notion
of balancing the rights of these two groups is intrinsically embedded in this area of
law.93
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In CCH, the concept of users’ rights seemed based on public interest limitations
on copyrights. Libraries could fairly photocopy books but not, apparently, because
they own the books or the machines. The court’s interpretation of fair dealing was
tied to public interests. Similarly, when interpreting the threshold for copyright—
originality—the court was concerned not about those individuals whose freedom
would be constrained by copyright, but with “society’s interest in maintaining a robust public domain that could help foster future creative innovation.”94 The removal
of copyright constraints on the rights of classic property owners, and individuals’
enhanced ability to access legal information, seemed to be a lucky byproduct of exceptions oriented toward social ends.
However, the principle of balance also has a more complex role to play in the
area of copyright law. It is not enough just to consider those limits on copyright that
can be justified as in the public interest. The rights of copyright owners must also
be weighed against the countervailing rights of other individuals, including classic
property owners.95
This more robust understanding of the principle of balance was articulated by
the Supreme Court in Théberge. When Claude Théberge sued the art gallery for
transferring ink from its lawfully purchased posters onto canvases without his authorization, the conflict between the owner of the tangible object containing copyrighted work and the owner of the intellectual property was resolved in favour of
the classic property owner—the art gallery that owned the posters. Justice Binnie
wrote for the majority of the court:
The Copyright Act is usually presented as a balance between promoting the public interest in the encouragement and dissemination of works of the arts and intellect and
obtaining a just reward for the creator (or, more accurately, to prevent someone other
than the creator from appropriating whatever benefits may be generated).
The proper balance among these and other public policy objectives lies not only in
recognizing the creator’s rights but in giving due weight to their limited nature. In
crassly economic terms it would be as inefficient to overcompensate artists and authors for the right of reproduction as it would be self-defeating to undercompensate
them. Once an authorized copy of a work is sold to a member of the public, it is generally for the purchaser, not the author, to determine what happens to it.
Excessive control by holders of copyrights and other forms of intellectual property
may unduly limit the ability of the public domain to incorporate and embellish creative innovation in the long-term interests of society as a whole, or create practical obstacles to proper utilization.96

By dissecting this passage, we can see that Justice Binnie considered balance to be
relevant in numerous ways. First, bestowing just rewards on creators is itself in the
public interest, because doing so should lead to further creativity, which in the long
run is good for most people. This is simply a restatement of the classic utilitarian
model. By preventing free riding, lawmakers can provide incentives to create new
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works. But just promoting creativity isn’t enough to satisfy the public interest. Justice Binnie referenced the public’s interest in the “encouragement and dissemination” of original works. Creativity does no good if society does not have adequate
access to the works that are created. Moreover, Justice Binnie was concerned that
the process of creation and dissemination take place as efficiently as possible. By
mentioning the importance of incorporating and embellishing works from the public domain, he recognized that social progress can be made by “standing on the
shoulder’s of giants.”97
Despite Justice Binnie’s clear recognition of the public-interest limitations on
copyrights, the Théberge decision is actually most significant for what it adds to
these social values—individualist considerations. Justice Binnie held that “[o]nce
an authorized copy of a work is sold to a member of the public, it is generally for
the purchaser, not the author, to determine what happens to it.”98 Here, the court
was not merely balancing copyright against the public interest. It was balancing
copyright against another individual’s classic property rights. Justice Binnie expressly acknowledged that
[t]his case demonstrates the basic economic conflict between the holder of the intellectual property in a work and the owner of the tangible property that embodies the
copyrighted expressions.99

In this short passage, the court intertwined the doctrine of exhaustion with the notion of balance, as the public policy consideration addressed by the doctrine. The
doctrine of exhaustion is the policy tool to calibrate the rights of the copyright
holder to control use of a tangible object containing copyrighted work after transfer
of the object’s ownership.
Similar policies apply in the context of patent law. Most experts would agree
that modern patents can be viewed as a bargain between an inventor and the public:
the inventor gets a time-limited monopoly over a product or process, and the public
gets a detailed description of the invention.100 Justice Dickson has called this quid
pro quo the heart of the whole scheme.101
In Biolyse Pharma Corporation v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Company,102 a majority
of the Supreme Court confirmed that disclosure is fundamental to the balance struck
under the Patent Act.103 The case involved a synthetic medicine “paclitaxel” produced by Bristol-Myers and marketed under the name “Taxol.” The drug was an
equivalent of the naturally occurring paclitaxel, which was first discovered by the
U.S. National Cancer Institute and put into the public domain.104 Biolyse invented a
method for extracting the natural medicine and applied to Health Canada for approval of its use under the Notice of Compliance (NOC) and New Drug Submission
regulations.105 In an attempt to prevent Biolyse from marketing its drug, BristolMyers claimed that the presence of paclitaxel prevented the issuance of an NOC.106
Although the court framed the issue as a technical and narrow one—interpretation of s. 5(1.1) of the NOC Regulations—the real dispute concerned a much broader issue. At the core of the dispute was whether Bristol-Myers could claim its patent
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monopoly over naturally occurring medicine “merely by demonstrating the presence of a public domain medicine like paclitaxel in its product.”107
The court rejected this argument by stating that there would be “no value to the
public in exchange for the monopoly.”108 The court’s conclusion rested on its assessment of balance in patent law. Describing the notion of balance, the court referred
to its earlier decisions in Whirlpool Corp. v. Camco Inc.109 and Free World Trust v.
Électro Santé Inc.110 to note that if the monopoly is granted for disclosure of something known, obvious, or useless “then the public is short-changed.”111 According to
the court, the notion of balance has both individual and social dimensions:
Parliament is concerned not only with the balance between inventors and potential
users, but between the protection of intellectual property on the one hand and, on the
other hand, the desire to reduce health care costs while being fair to those whose ingenuity brought the drugs into existence in the first place.112

This view of balance in patent law resembles the position of the Supreme Court
on balancing rights in copyright law.113 And just like in copyright law, the doctrine
of exhaustion in patent law is effective in addressing both concerns. Primarily, the
doctrine is concerned with rights of individual purchasers of objects containing patented inventions to use those objects at will. In Eli Lilly the Supreme Court explained this aspect of the doctrine by quoting with approval from the court below:
If a patentee makes a patented article, he has, in addition to his monopoly, the ownership of that article. And the ownership of a thing involves, as everybody knows, “the
right to possess and use the thing, the right to its produce and accession, and the right
to destroy, encumber or alienate it.” … If the patentee sells the patented article that he
made, he transfers the ownership of that article to the purchaser. This means that,
henceforth, the patentee no longer has any right with respect to the article which now
belongs to the purchaser who, as the new owner, has the exclusive right to possess,
use, enjoy, destroy or alienate it. It follows that, by selling the patented article that he
made, the patentee impliedly renounces, with respect to that article, to [sic] his exclusive right under the patent of using and selling the invention. After the sale, therefore,
the purchaser may do what he likes with the patented article without fear of infringing
his vendor’s patent.114

While on cursory examination this fragment can be viewed as addressing the
rights of the purchasers of patented inventions, there is a more subtle point underlying the court’s comment. By giving the acquirers of patented inventions the right
to resell them and clarifying that any restrictions imposed by patentee on purchaser
“do not run with” the objects sold by patentee,115 the court was also protecting the
secondary market for patented inventions or rights of the public in general to redistribute goods containing patented inventions. The doctrine of exhaustion plays a
prominent role in balancing rights by addressing concerns like accessibility and affordability of patented inventions.
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Similar considerations are at the heart of trade-mark law where balancing has a
prominent role. The Supreme Court recently confirmed this principle in Mattel, Inc.
v. 3894207 Canada Inc.:116
The trade-mark owner … may simply have used a common name as its “mark” to differentiate its wares from those of its competitors. Its claim to monopoly rests … on
serving an important public interest in assuring consumers that they are buying from
the source from whom they think they are buying and receiving the quality which they
associate with that particular trade-mark. Trade-marks thus operate as a kind of shortcut to get consumers to where they want to go, and in that way perform a key function
in a market economy. Trade-mark law rests on principles of fair dealing. It is sometimes said to hold the balance between free competition and fair competition.
… Fairness, of course, requires consideration of the interest of the public and other
merchants and the benefits of open competition as well as the interest of the trademark owner in protecting its investment in the mark. Care must be taken not to create
a zone of exclusivity and protection that overshoots the purpose of trade-mark law.117

In this respect, trade-mark law appears to be no different from patent and copyright
law. Its rights should be interpreted taking into consideration not only the interests
of trade-mark owners but also those of the public in general and individual competitors in the market. In other words, the exercise of trade-mark rights in protecting
the owner’s goodwill cannot be unfair, which in this context means undermining
competition in the market.
The intersection of fair competition and exhaustion in trade-mark law was noticed
by the Supreme Court in Seiko, where the court observed that allowing a trade-mark
owner to control resale of its products after the owner “on terms presumably satisfactory to itself, released these watches into the distribution stream” and “with the
profits from its sale … in its pocket” would inevitably lead to “restraint of trade and
free competition.”118 In this way the role of the doctrine of exhaustion in balancing
rights of different stakeholders is also present in trade-mark law.
3.2

Principle of Balance and Tangible Property Rights

Increasing awareness of the public interest in the Supreme Court’s intellectual property judgments corresponded with development of the doctrine of exhaustion in all
intellectual property segments. Starting with trade-mark law and later patent law,
the doctrine appeared to be firmly established in the court’s jurisprudence. Copyright law was the last area where the doctrine was adopted; yet it was also the area
where the voice of the court in Théberge was loudest in bonding the doctrine with
public policy considerations. Shortly thereafter, in Schmeiser, the court took a contrasting and puzzling approach.
The Supreme Court’s decision in Schmeiser calls into question the existence of
the doctrine of exhaustion in patent law, apparently reversing the court’s direction
following Eli Lilly. At the same time it appears to indicate that the balancing of
rights is or should be less relevant in patent law then in the other areas of intellectu-
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al property. In this section, we look at the relationship between different intellectual
property rights and tangible property and whether the discrepancy in treatment of
the doctrine of exhaustion in Schmeiser can be explained by the different roles that
tangible property plays in these areas. Some basic background concerning concepts
of copyright, trade-mark, and patents are necessary to establish a basis for our subsequent analysis.
The scope of copyright protection is defined by the idea/expression dichotomy.
It is the expression of an idea that enjoys copyright protection, not the idea itself.119
This distinction is apparent in two facets of copyright law. One is the idea /
expression merger doctrine and the other is the defence of independent creation.
Thus, when expressions of an idea cannot differ substantially, they will not be given
copyright protection because to do so would amount to giving the copyright holder
a monopoly on the idea itself.120 And it is possible to create independently an expression identical to an already copyrighted expression, without infringing the
existing monopoly rights.121
Expression of an idea is, generally, a necessary condition for copyright protection. While copyright arises automatically on creation of a copyright work, to be afforded protection a copyright “work must be expressed to some extent at least in a
material form and having a more or less permanent endurance.”122 This requirement, although not expressed in the Copyright Act and not uniformly applied
throughout the Act,123 has been enforced by Canadian courts and strengthens the
connection between the intellectual and classic property rights.
One of the most important aspects of trade-mark law is “use” of the mark. Indeed, actual use is essential for claiming trade-mark rights. The Supreme Court of
Canada put it simply: “use it or lose it.”124 A trade-mark is used in association with
wares when, in the normal course of trade, it is marked on the wares themselves or
on the packages in which they are distributed or in another manner gives notice to
the transferee of the association.125 In respect of services, trade-mark is deemed to
be used when the trade-mark is used or displayed in the performance or advertising
of those services.126 Interruption in use may affect trade-mark rights and allow
others to register the trade-mark at the time it is not used.
Underlying the definition of “use” is the connection between tangible property
and trade-mark rights. In practical terms, one often cannot use trade-mark without
embedding it in a form of tangible property. Even when the trade-mark is used to
distinguish services provided by the trade-mark owner rather than products, the
mark still has to be displayed to the public in some visible form, which implies use
in association with tangible property. In most instances, there can be no protection
without tangible property bearing a mark.
Unlike copyrights, patents protect ideas that meet the essential requirements of
novelty, utility, and non-obviousness. Only one patent can be granted for utility of
identical inventions and whether the patent system adopts the first-to-invent
approach, as it does in the United States, or the first-to-file approach, as it does in
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o ther countries, the monopoly granted is exclusive. For example, in 1876, Alexander
Graham Bell filed a patent application for his invention, beating another inventor of
the telephone, Elisha Gray, by only a few hours.127 In the race for a patent monopoly, there is only one winner.
The protection of ideas without a legal requirement of fixation in a tangible medi
um is what, at first glance, distinguishes patents form copyrights. Even though the
requirement of tangible existence for patented inventions can be implied from the
definition of “invention,”128 there is no formal requirement of physical embodiment.
All that is required is for the invention to be capable of physical embodiment and
meeting prescribed statutory requirements. However, eventually, inventions must
become material because one of the requirements for patentability is “usefulness.”
This element has two components—one is commercial or industrial usefulness, and
the other is operability, which means that the invention works when put in practice.129 In other words, the invention has to perform the function for which it was
designed and this function has to have a practical application.130 It must be directed
to a practical use and indeed perform the way the inventor claims it does.131 Consequently, to become “useful,” the invention typically has to take material form thus
combining intangible and tangible elements in one object. In this sense, the links between intellectual and classic property in patent law and trade-mark law are similar.
The bonding between tangible and intellectual property is strong in copyright
law, trade-mark law, and patent law, yet these domains are separate and distinct. It
is easy to distinguish between a book (classic property) and a copyrighted story
spelled out in its pages (intellectual property). It is equally unlikely that somebody
would conceptually intertwine a trade-marked logo on a wrapper with a chocolate
inside. This distinction is also obvious when speaking of machine parts, plants, or
other inventions. But even a molecularly engineered gene is the object of classic
property rights. One may not be able to see the object with the naked eye, or touch
it without the aid of technology, but the physical matter is nevertheless distinct from
the patent right. A similar principle applies to a digital copy of a copyright-protected
work. It may not seem as if there is a relevant classic property right to consider, but
in fact, the owner of the computer hardware through which the work is manifested
has an ownership interest distinct from any applicable intellectual property right.
The Supreme Court, however, has ignored this doctrinal commonality between patents and other intellectual property rights.
Looking at a book and a plant, one might say that they have nothing in common
and that comparing them is like comparing apples and oranges. From a conceptual
perspective, various forms of intellectual property are similar in that they all constrain the rights of a classic property owner. There is no justification for recognizing
this fact in one context and ignoring it in another.
Both copyrights and patents are based primarily on a utilitarian justification that
recognizes the rights of creators as a means to achieving the goal of increased creativity for the benefit of the public. But the public is nothing more than a great
number or individuals who become owners of the tangible property embedding in-
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tellectual property. Thus the attempts to balance the rights of intellectual property
owners with the rights of the public must include consideration of the classic property rights exercised by individual users of copyrighted works and patented inventions. There is no philosophical distinction between patents and copyrights that
justifies neglecting the role of classic property rights in limiting the patent monopoly, so eloquently expressed in Théberge in the context of copyright.132
Doctrinal differences between the domains of intellectual property are obvious
and numerous, but they exist in the context of similarities. And the common doctrinal characteristic shared by various types of intellectual property—the bonding of
intellectual property with a tangible object—makes them seem alike.133 It is only
logical to employ a uniform approach in negotiating intellectual and tangible property rights in each area. Different modes of establishing these monopolies, their
scope, and duration take nothing away from this argument.
There is no reason that the balance of rights in patent and copyright law must be
identical. But the common characteristics of copyrights and patents should be recognized and considered. They should not be weighed in one context and ignored in
the other. In both contexts, intellectual property rights must be balanced not only
against the broad public interest but also against the rights of individuals. The clash
of classic property rights with intellectual property rights in patent law is inevitable
and should be thoroughly addressed by the Supreme Court, just as it was addressed
in Théberge, in the context of copyright. In Schmeiser the Supreme Court of Canada missed a rare opportunity to take a consistent and holistic approach toward
Canadian intellectual property law.
It is also unfortunate that by inconsistently approaching the public interests in
copyright law and patent law, the Supreme Court undermined development of the
doctrine of exhaustion in Canadian law. The key purpose of the doctrine is to prevent abuses of intellectual property rights from unduly encroaching on rights of
classic property owners to freely use their legally acquired property. Schmeiser was
a subsequent acquirer of tangible objects—seed or pollen—containing Monsanto’s
patented invention. To allege his acquisition was illegal because of Monsanto’s
question would be circular; whether Monsanto’s patent rendered Schemieser’s actions illegal should be the question not the answer. The same doctrinal components
of exhaustion that the Supreme Court had mentioned in Eli Lilly were present in
Schmeiser, and yet the outcome was contrary. The doctrine of exhaustion could
have been the analytical key to the dispute, but it was ignored.
Lack of any reference to the doctrine of exhaustion in Schmeiser, and to Eli Lilly
in particular, was unfortunate. Whether intentionally or not, it raised doubts about
application of the doctrine and its logic in patent law, which the Supreme Court itself had introduced in Eli Lilly. But looking at the development of the doctrine of
exhaustion from the perspective of more than one case, it appears that Schmeiser
was simply an unintended consequence of a specific set of facts and circumstances
forcing the Supreme Court to make a decision that may have been economically
justified in outcome, even if legally questionable. In this context, Schmeiser could
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be considered a blip in the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence surrounding the principles underpinning the exhaustion doctrine.
When an appropriate opportunity arises, the Supreme Court should expressly acknowledge that the doctrine of exhaustion remains part of Canadian intellectual
property law and that Schmeiser did not change anything in this respect. Relevance
of the doctrine of exhaustion should be growing, because it is an important tool for
addressing misuses of intellectual property rights to encroach on the world of classic property. It is therefore desirable that future decisions of Canadian courts define
the doctrine in more precise terms, which invites questions regarding its proper
scope. The first step, however, is to acknowledge the existence of the doctrine in
Canada. In this article, we have attempted to do so by analytically reframing a body
of jurisprudence reflecting the public policy principles underlying exhaustion,
though not necessarily the associated jargon.
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